PROVIDING CARE
surgical procedure or other aspects
of the mission, and not on long-term
effects of the treatment. Sykes reports
that most of the publications lack
significant data collection and information about changes in quality of life
resulting from medical interventions.7

Intention Versus Impact

The desire to help others is a common
reason for choosing a medical profession, and volunteering for an MST
may spring from genuine altruism.
MSTs are complex and multifaceted
undertakings, with many opportunities for good intentions to result in
poor outcomes. Eddy Fuentes, CPO,
provides valuable insight into one such
unintended negative consequence in
his article “The Effect of Good Missions Overseas.”8 Concerns about the
negative effects of well-intentioned but
poorly implemented charitable efforts
resulted in the development of the
International Society for Prosthetics

and Orthotics (ISPO) Code of Conduct for Humanitarian Organizations,
which can be accessed at www.usispo.
org/code.asp.
Martiniuk et al. report that very few
of the articles they reviewed “discussed the ethics, policies, standards,
or evaluations of short-term medical
missions.”5 These are important topics
to discuss prior to, during, and following an MST and should be a standard
part of volunteer recruitment and
training. Caldron et al. point out that
participants in MSTs may assume that
because these missions are charitable
and altruistic they are valid in their
own right, and therefore the collection of objective outcomes data is not
mandated.6 Sykes asserts, however, that
“delivering care without understanding
the impact or the outcome of that
care presents ethical challenges….
[T]here should be no assumed ethical
immunity solely based on the altruistic nature of these efforts.”7 He adds

that to measure quality, organizations
should incorporate outcomes evaluations in their activities.

Which Outcomes?

Collecting outcomes data during MSTs
may be perceived as unnecessary by
U.S. practitioners, since the relatively
recent (and by no means universal)
practice of collecting this data can be
closely tied to reimbursement pressure.
The freedom from the financial and
administrative pressures of everyday
practice is one of the appeals of MSTs,
so it is understandable that the collection of outcomes data is not a high priority. Additionally, surgical procedures
represent a much greater risk than
most P&O interventions, and the often
immediate and obvious beneficial
impact of P&O services may appear
to obviate the need for outcomes
measurement in LMICs. However,
measurements of the treatment’s direct
effect on the patient’s function is only
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